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2

Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Statistics

Total amount :

Curved surface area of a cone = za'l

Surface area of a sphere = 4 m2

l+ '
100

I
Volume of a cone= !m'h

J

Volume of a sphere = 7Ir'

a b c

4

3

Area of trianele I BC = !absinC-2

Arc length = r0 , where 0 is in radians

Sector area = !r'0.wherel is in radians
2

sin I sin-B sin C

a' =b'+c2 -2bccosA

vt"*= IFLf

Standard deviation =
>.f*' _
Zf

(zt*\'
l.I/]

Tanjong Katong Girls' School 4052lS4hehml0l/2023
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3

Answer all the questions.

Answer

(b) Write 0.000012345 in standard form.

Answer

tll

tll

2 y is directly proportional to r' .

(a) Write down the value of z when y m2 is the area of a circle with radius x m.

Answer

(b) Write down the value of n when y m' is the volume of a cylinder with height l m
and a constant base area.

Answer

tll

t1l

3
,, '),, -:- 1

Solve the eouation ' -'' ' - =l
b/

Answer t3l

4052lS4Pr:elml0l12023

PartnerlnLeaming320
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trt? ,!I (a) Calculate i/ ,C - 
O



4
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D

(s) reflex argle BOD,

Answer

O) angle BAD,

Answer

reason tll

tll

t1l

. ... .reason

(c) If angle BCD is (.r-55)", solve for x

Answer

4

5 Every moming, Fanny either eats oats or two eggs for breakfast.
The probability that she eats oats is 0,8. Ifshe eats two eggs, the probability that she will

exercise is l. f rn" 
"ut" 

oats, the probability that she will not exercise is 6002.
4

Find the probability that

(a) ifshe eats oats, she will exercise.

Answer

O) she will not exercise for any given morning,

Answer

t1l

Tanjong Katong Girls' School

PartnerlnLearningS2l

t2l
40 5 2 / S 4Pr eliml 0 1 I 2023

A, B, C and D ue points on a circle with centre O.

Angle BOD - x".
Stating your reasons clearly, find in terms ofr,
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5

6 (a) Express 5x-2-x'in the form b-(x+a)z .

Answer

O) Hence, write down the coordinates of the tuming point of the E:aph y = 5x - 2 - x2 .

Answer

(c) Given 5x-7 -x2 = c-(x+ a)2 , deduce the value ofc, hence or otherwise, in the

axes provided, sketch the graph y -- 5x -7 - xz

Label the tuming point and y-intercept clearly.

o x

12)

tll

v

Answer c t3l

4052lS4helim/O1l2023
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7

6

The n6 term ofa sequence 0,3, 8, 15.... is given by n2 -1.

(a) One term in the sequence is 288. Find the value of n forthis term.

Answer

O) Find an expression, in terms ofr, for the nth term of another sequence if the first
four terms are -5,-2, 3,10 .

Answer

t2l

tll

8 The number of sneakers, sandals and boots in a shoe shop are in the ratio 1.5 : 1 : 0.5

After 20 sneakers were sold, the ratio become 7 : 6 : 3.

Find the number of sneakers in the shop at first.

Answer t3l

Tanjong Katong Girls' School
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7

9 The graph shows the average score ofeach class in an education centre after a test.

Mean Percentage Score of 3 Classes

100.00%

90.00o/o

80.00o/o

7A.AAa/o

60.00Y0

50.0070

40.00%

30.00%
Class A Class B Class C

Explain why this chart is misleading.

Answer

l2l

10 (a) Simpliff J= *Db-'
AD

O) Solve the equation 1'-1 =-1024

Answer

Answer

12)

t2)

4052/S4Prelim/0 I I 2023
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8

ll

(a) Use set notation to describe the shaded region.

Answer

(b) On the Venn Diagram, shade the region which represents (P n Q w (P w Q)' .

(") e= {non-negative integers: x < 10}.
I is the set of composite numbers.
C is the set of prime numbers.
0 and I are neither composite nor prime

Underline the correct statement(s), cross out the wrong ones.

n(Q=a te(AwC') 4a. A A^C={A\

tl l

tll

I2l

OP

Tanjong Katong Girls' School
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9

12 The price of a sofa bed is $x. Toby buys it on hire purchase. He pays a downpayment
of 25Yo and arranges to pay the remaining amount in monthly instalments over 26
months, at a simple interest rate of 8% p.a.

Given that his monthly instalment is $88, find x.

Answer x: t4l

13 Factorise completely 5h15hz -2y+6hy.

Answer

14 ,4 is inversely proportional to rE . When the value of.,4 is increased to25,B decreased

by 84%. calculate the original value ofl.

Answer

l2l

tzl

4 0 5 2/S4Prelin/ 0 I I 2023
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t0

15 In the diagram below, I AEC and I ABH are right angles.

AH = 29 units, EH = 9 units and lB = 20 units.

(a)

H
Show that triangl e AEC is congruent to triangle lBFL

O) FindBC.

Answer

A

D

C
DE

t3l

units [1]

16 A map has a scale of 1: n.

The actual distance between Malaysia and lndonesia is 1450 hn.
The distance shown on the map is 29 cm.

(a) Find z-

(b)

Answer

Answer

The difference in actual area between ttre two countries is recorded in a website

as 1574722 l<lnz ,

Calculate the difference in area on the map, in square centimeters.

t1l

Tanjong Katong Girls' School
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l1

17 It is given that
x3 +2y _ 2x.

v
(a) Rearrange the formula to make y as the subject.

Answer

(b) Find the value ofy when x is -2.

Answer

G) Determine with explanation, the value ofy for which there is no solution for x.

Answer

t3l

t1l

40 52 I S4Pr eliml 0 I I 2023
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18 (a) A pentagon is shaped such that the interior angles are 90", 108" and one of the
exterior angles is 64'. Each of the other two identical interior angles are /f .

Find the value of [.

Answer k =

(b) Mona measured an exterior angle of a regular n-sided polygon as 70'. Robert said
her answer was wrong. Showing your working clearly, explain why Robert knew
that Mona's answer was not correct.

Answer

(c) Ifher measurement is very close to the actual size ofthe angle, find z,

Answer n =

t3l

lzl

t1l

Tanjong Katong Girls' School
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19 The lowest common multiples of two integers, 440 and B is 1320.

(a) Express 440 as the product of its prime factors, giving your answer in index form.

Answer ... -. .

O) If .B is 6, find the highest common factor of zl40 and B

Answer

(c) Given 1320 = 23 x 3 x 5 x 1 I , if the highest common factor is 55, find the smallest
possible -8.

Answer

ttl

tll

tll

t2)

(d)

Answer

(e) Jane has 440 five-centimefte cubes. She makes them into a cuboid. All the sides
of the cuboid are greater than 20 cm. Determine the dimensions of the cuboid.

Answer ......cmby .. . .. .cm by ... . .. .. .cm [1]

Find the smallest positive integer i for which ! is a fastor of 44O -
h

4052lS4Preliml0l/2023
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t4

20 The box and whiskers plots show information about the time, in hours spent serving in the
community by two groups of 64 students in the month of July.

1 15

(a) Find the

(i) median time spent for group l,

(ii) range for group A,

(iii) interquartile range for groupr4.

Answer (i).... ..hours (ii) ......hours (iii) ......hours t3l

(b) The time, in hours spent serving in the community by group C in the month of July
is shown below.

I

U
(u

u&
q,

(c

U

Nurnberof lrours

Group ,4 J
Group B

./

v1

4t

1t

i,

Tanjong Katong Girls' School
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(, Find the 75s percentile for group C.

Answer hours [1]

(ii) Explain what this tells us about gtoup C compared with students fiom group B

Answer

t2l

One student is chosen at random from group C

(iii) Find the probability that a student selected spent more than l0 hours serving
the community in the month of July.

Answer

4052lS4kelim/01/2023

PartnerlnLeaming332
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2l (a) Construct a rhombus IBCD such that the side l-B is 7 cm and the angle ABC is

130'. The side ,4J has been drawn for you.

O) Measure and write down the length of each of the two diagonals.

Answer The &vo diagonals are cm and

BA

(c) The table describes the properties of quadrilaterals.
Put a tick in the boxes below next to the correct statement.

Rhombus has been done for you.

t3l

cm t1l

I2l

Diagonals
bisect each
other.

Diagonals
bisect each
other at
90'.

Diagonals
are equal
in length.

Diagonals
bisect the
interior
anqles,

Rhombus
Square
Rectangle
Parallelogram

Tanjong Katong Girls' School
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),
t7

In triangle BCD, BC : 12 cm, CD : 16 cm, DB : 20 cm.
CD is produced to,4.

t* *nr
15 6ffi

n

(a) Sarah commented that BC is perpendicular to CD. Show with mathematical
working that she is correct.

Answer

(b) Find the exact value of cos ZADB + stn/.ADB.

Answer ....

12)

t2)

*S *nru

40 5 2/S4Prel im/ 0 L I 2023
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23 On a certain day, the exchange rate between Singapore dollars (SGD) and US dollars
(USD) is I SGD = 0.76 USD.

(a) A tourist spent 22 SGD for his lunch, excluding l0% service charge and 8% GST.
He wishes to pay in USD. Find the required equivalent amount in USD, including
service charge and GST.

Answer

(b) It is also given that the exchange rate between New Zealand dollars (NZD) and US
dollars (USD) is 1 NZD = 0.63 USD.
Find the exchange rate, correct to the nearest 3 decimal places, between SGD and
NZD,

Awwer

(c) The value of curren cy A is 20Yo of the value of currency B.
Alex worked out that I must then be l00Yo of A.
Do you agree? Explain your answer,

Answer

t2)

Tanjong Katong Girls' School
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Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Total amount: .(r-#)'

Curved surface area of a corre: firl

Surface area of a sphere : 4 n 12

Volume of a cone = !n 12 h
-t

Volume of a sphere :

b

4.
-Tr'.,

Area of triansle ,4 BC: !absnC-2
Arc length = rd,where d is inradians

Sectorarea= l rrg,where g is inradians
2

a

sinl sinB sinC

a2 = bz +"2 -2bccosA

c

Mean :

Standard deviation =

Z!
Lr

Jx"

f
(Zn\'
tr7.l

PartnerlnLearning33T
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?q'r (a) Simplify and leave your answer in positive index.

Answer

25 p"

(b) simptry
t6a2 -49(a+b)'?

3a+7b

12)

Answer t2t

I

PartnerlnLearning33S
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(c) '.-rExpress -l- _-x +x-z l-x single fraction in its simplest form
I

I

2
(d) Given that 4 - 3x (2x -3) , find the least possible integer value ofx .

Answer

Answer

t3l

PartnerlnLearning339
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2 Thetable below shows the time taken in minutes by 60 working adults travelling to work
daily by train.

(a) Find the value of p .

Answer p:

O) Estimate the

(i) mean travelling time.

Answer .minutes tll

(ii) standarddeviation

Answer ......minutes []

The table below shows the mean and standard deviation of the time taken by 60 working
adults travelling to work daily by bus.

Mean travelling
time (mins)

45

Standard deviation t4.5

(c) Make two comparisons between the time taken by the working adults who travel
by train and by bus.

Answer

(1)

tll

tll

Time, /
(mins)

0<r<10 10 <t <20 20 <t <30 30<r<40 40<r<50 50<r<60 60 <t <70

Number
of adults

5 p 8 1,2 l8 7 4

Q)

PartnerlnLeaming340
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3 A box contains n chocolates.
There are 8 milk chocolates and the rest are white chocolates.
Lily picks a chocolate, selected at random, and eats it. Leon then picks a chocolate from
the box at random.

(a) Complete the tree diagram to show the probabilities ofthe possible outcomes.

I't pick by Lily 2"d pick by Leon

Mitk
chocolate

Milk chocolate

White chocolate

Milk chocolate

Wlrite chocolate

r?)
lr-t )

(;l

rd)\n )
(*)White

chocolate

(D

(iD

(b) Given that the probability of picking the same type of chocolate. i, f , *tit"39'
down an equation to represent this information and show that it can be simplifred

ta 5n2 -l6ln+1248=0.

t2l

Answer

PartnerlnLearning34l
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(c) Solve the equatio L snz -161n+1248=0.

(d) Explain why one ofthe solutions in part (c) is rejected.

Answer

12)

tll

(e) Hence, find as a fraction in its simplest form,

(D the probability that Leon picks a milk chocolate given that Lily picks a
white chocolate.

Answer

(ii) the probability that Leon picks a white chocolate.

Answer

tll

t1l

PartnerlnLeaming342
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4 The table below shows the number ofparcels, cards and letters sent by Peter and Jane.

Parcel Cards Letters
Peter 5 4 5

Jane J 8 6

(a) Represent the information in the table h a2 x 3 matrix N.

Answer N

Postage is charged at $7 for a parcel, $0.50 for a card and $0.40 for a letter.

(b) Represent the postage charges in a column matrix C.

t1l

(c) Evaluate the matrix P = NC.

(d) Explain what the elements in P represent.

Awwer

PartnerlnLearning343
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If the postage charges are increased by l0% for parcels and l5%o for letters and the

postage charge for cards is decreased by llYo,

(e) write down a 3x3 matrix R such that when multiplied to matrix C will give the

revised postage charges.

Answer R:

(f) Explain why RN is not possible.

Answer

(g) By matrix multiplication, find the new postage charges Peter and Jane each had
to pay.

Answer Peter: $

Jane: $

t1l

t1l

PartnerlnLearning344
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5 A canvas bag printer makes a profit of y thousand dollars from the printing of

x thousand canvas bags where },=8-1.5r- 
l0: 

.' x+l

draw the graph of y=8-1.5r- 10: for 0<x<6.x+l

(c) Using your graph,

(i) solve the equation 8=1.5r+ 
l0:

x+1

The table below shows some corresponding values of .r and y fot this equation

x 0 1 2 J 4 5 6

v a 1 0 - t.17 - 2.43

(a) From the table, explain the significance of the values, x = 0, y = -2

Answer

(b) On the grid given on the next page, plot the points given in the table ofvalues and

tll

t3l

12)

(ii) find the number of canvas bags that should be printed to obtain the
maximum profit.

Answer thousands of canvas bags tl]

(d) (i) By drawing a tangent, frnd the gradient of the curve at x = 3.

Answer tzl

(ii) Explain what this gradient represent.

Answer

PartnerlnLearning345

tll

1.5 1.67

Answer x : .. .. . .. .. ..... . .. . ,
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6 The diagram shows a quadrilateral, OPQR.

o
P(3,4

p+ 2q
p

(4,1)
q

Given that the coordinates ofpoints P and R are (3,+) and (a,1) respectively,

(a) find the equation ofthe line parallel to OP and passing tkough the point R .

Answer

(b) find the column veclor ffi..

t3l

An,rwer

PartnerlnLeaming34T

tll
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(c) nna lEl

Answer

(d) Given that OP:p, OR:qand RQ:p+2q.
(i) fnd FQ in terms of p and or q.

Answer ni :

units 12)

l2l

(ii) Hence what can we say about PQ and OR ?

(e) Point I lies on PR such that fu : 4 7F. . Find the numerical value of
Area of L,OAR

Area of LOPA

ill

Answer

PartnerlnLearning34S
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7 The diagrarn shows the positions of a harbour, 11, a lighthouse, Z and a lifebuoy, ,'4.

HA= 4km, AL:2.9kmar'dHL = 5.6km.

H

5.6 km

2.9kffl

B .4Zkm

(a'1 Find angle HAL .

Answer

The bearing ofl from Il is 138".
(b) Find the bearing ofl from,4.

L

t2l

4km

Antwer

PartnerlnLearning349
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B is a second lifebuoy such that Il8 is a straight line , distarce AB : 4.42 kn and

angle AHB : 57 .7".

(c) Find the distance I1B.

(d) Given that the angle of elevation of the top of the lighthouse, Z from lifebuoy .B

is 21", find the height ofthe lighthouse, Z .

t3l

PartnerlnLearning350
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8

E

(a) A, B, C and D are points on the circle. BC produced to E ar,d BFD is a straight [ine.
Angle ABD :38o and angle CAD :36.

(i) Justift with reasons why lC is not a diameter of the ctrcle, ABCD.

Answer

(ii) Given that angle .BlC: 59', find angle DCB.

t2l

PartnerlnLearning35l
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(b) The diagram shows two arcs lB and CD of two circles with centre O. Arc CD has

radius r cm and arc AB has radius 4 cm. C and D lie on OA and OB respectively.

BC is tangent to the arc CD at C and angle AOB is 1.12 radians.

4cm

C

rcm

(r) Show with clear working that the value of r is 1.743 cm.

Answer

(ii) Find the perimeter of the shaded regpor., ABC.

BD

Answer

t2)

t.t2

PartnerlnLeaming352

cm t3l
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(iii) Find the area ofthe shaded region, ,43C

Answer 2 t3lcm

PartnerlnLearning353
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9

A

2h cm

h

h cm

B

A conical container of height 2h cm and base radius of 2r cm is filled witl water to a
height of } cm.

(a) If it takes 80 seconds to fill the empty container to the brim with water, find the
time taken to fill it to a height of ft cm.

Answer seconds [2]

(b) On the grid below, sketch the graph to show the relationship between the depth of
water, ft cm, and the time, / seconds, as the container is being frlled.

Depth of

-!.----i

0l 0

PartnerlnLearning354
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t1l
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(c) Given that angle Ol3 : 60' and r: 4 cm, find the area ofthe container in contact
with the water and give your answer in terms of rz .

Answer 2

PartnerlnLearning355
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10 Mr Tan wishes to invest in a $2 000 000 property. On top of the pwchase price, he has

to pay $5 000 lawyer's fee, a certain amount ofBuyer's Stamp Duty (BSD) and

Additional Buyer's Stamp Duty (ABSD).

(a) The partially completed table shows the amount of BSD payable on Mr Tan's
property.

Purchase/lVIarket Value Rate in percentage for
residential properties

Amount payable on Mr
Tan's property

purchase

First $180 000 t% $1 800

Next $180 000 20/, $3 600

Next $640 000 3% $19 200

Next $500 000 4o/o $20 000

Next $1 500 000 5o/o

Remainder 6%

Show that the total BSD payable on Mr Tan's property purchase is $69 600

Answer

(b) Given that Mr Tan has to pay 20% of the property price for ABSD, calculate the
total amount of money Mr Tan has to pay to purchase this property.

Answer Total amount to be paid = $

12)

PartnerlnLearning356

t1l
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(c) Mr Tan is able to rent out this property at an estimated market rental of $3 500 a
month with the help ofa property agent. For every two-year contract, Mr Tan
needs to pay the agent a fee equivalent to I month rental. He also needs to pay
annual propefiy tax based on the property tax formula shown in the table:

Annual Value (AV, $) Property Tax
Rates

Annual Property Tax
Payable

First $8 000
Next $22 000

0%
4%

$0
$880

First $30 000
Next $10 000 6%

$880
$6oo

First 40 000
Next $15 000 t0%

$1480
$l 500

First $55 000
Next $15 000 t4%

$2 980
$2 100

First $70 000
Next $15 000 20%

$5 080

$3 000

First $85 000
Next $15 000 26%

$8 080
$3 900

First $100 000
Above $100 000 $32%

$11980

Annual Value (AV) refers to the estimated gross annual rent of the property if it
were to be rented out. Amual properly tax payable is calculated by multiplying the

AV ofthe property with the Property Tax Rates that apply to the owner.

For a l0-year loan on 75% ofthe property purchase price, Mr Tan has to pay about

$270 000 interests. Based on the current trend, the value of this property will
appreciate at 4.9o2 compounded yearly. Mr Tan plans to rent out this property for
10 years before selling it. When selling the property, he has to pay 1% ofthe selling
price as commission to his agent.

Mr Tan claims that he will make a profit of at least $800 000 in l0 years. Is Mr
Tan conect? Justifr your decision with calculations. State one assumption made in
your calculations.

Answer
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Answer Key

Qn Answer Qn Answer
Ia -2132 , I

ld -'4

-23047

-

5o

= -7.72469'12

= -7 .72

6c , t?

4
(-t -)',,.

5.r ? .r: -t7)=- )
4

.j
= -- l-{

4

-i

4

(r 1-')'

la

rb 0,000012345

= I .2345x l0 i
7a rr'-l=288

n2 =?89
r=17(n>0)

2a 7b n=-l-5
= rll -6

2b It: I 8 90

y 2y+3 _,
67

7 y -$().Y +3) = 42

7y-l2y-18=42
-5.u=42+ltl

!=-12

9 The chart is misleading because the vertical axis
didn't start from 0.

The efl'ect is that it exaggerated the difference in
score such that Class A mean score looks like 50%
more than that of the other 2 Classes, when the
actual difference is l2o/o.

4a 3600 - xo (angles at a point) 10a 1 * tuht =a*.!2abl ab| ls)

3 lt)=---ab= 12

1

4ab
4b 180" - jx"

(angle at centre =
twi.ce angle at circumference)

l0b -2' ' =-l(124
,ra= 1024
2

2' = 2{).{tl

2' = 2t'

.r=ll
4c

.r-55 =1.*
2

.r=ll0

lla fi'uS or [i?n.S']'

5a 04 rlb

5b 0.8x0 6+0.2x 075-- 0 48+0.15

= 0.63

I I c t?((')=4 le(l vC') +aa <ffi

405 2/S4Prclim/0 I /2023
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6a 5.t -Z --l-- = -.r- +l-Y -l
= -(rr -5x) -2

\\
=-[(.r-:)r -(-:) ]-2'' 2' 2"

5.
= -l.r - -)-'2

t7+-
4

l7 5.=--(.r--)'42

12 EYo fi.a
dt*rtnpal,tna nt = 0,25x

remaining anwunt = 0,75.:r

826
tnt orast Darablc = U. /).r < 

- 
x 
-100 l2

-0-13.r

(0.75.r + 0.13.x )+ 26 = 138

?r=22s8
25

.r = 2600

8"1
downpa-vmcnt =4.25t

remain i ng amoun t = 0.7 5x

8
tntPrcst Ddt'able =(1. /5-r x 

--" '"'"'100

= 0,06.t

(0.75-r+ 0.oo.r:) = aa

0'tlt'r = 2288

.v =2824.69
6b fi 17)

Maximum tuming point is IZ'a.,J
I3 5h -15h' -2.v + 6hv

= sn0 -3n) - 2-r(l -3lt)
= (L -3hllsh -2!-t

t4 ,cJE -zs^[D^,

B =16 rB
100

A=10

liili rl I '.i l(;|rr.i

i I J t( inrrfi tall.i

\rr(. ,l -. :.
,:1 . !ll((rrE rB :o r.trri

r:r.tr ! rir'r ,.u8n-.!!r't:rrrr,i,ia rl\,\r
r5b 9 units

l6a 5 000 000 r6b 630 cm:
l7a .fr

)l
(8)rr -2)

t7b 4

'' J.,

l7c

l8a il3 r8b Let number of sides of a polygon be n
360

70

=514

Tanjong Kalong Cirls' School
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When y = 0, the tiaction is undefined,
there is no solution for r.
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Since a is not a positive integer greater than 2,

Mona answer is wron-rl.

l8c -5

l9a 44O=23x5x11. r9b 7

l9c 165 l9d 21

l9e 440=2]x5xl I

.'- dinrcnsion is 40 cnr x 25 cm x 55 cnt

20a (i)12.6 hours
(ii) range = tnax - min

:15.2-ll
:4.2 hours

(iii) interquartile range = UQ - LQ
: 13.5 - 11.5
:2 hours

20b (i) 19 hours

(ii) Top 25Vo of students spent more than 19

hours sening the cornmunity compared to
group f} which spent 14 hours (UQ value)

(iii) from the graph, number of students who
spend rnore than ,o::rT. = 64 - l0

P (a str"rdenr selected > l0 hours)
54=-
64

=27
32

2la 2tb 5.9 crn and 12.7 cm

22a l6r+l2r=4(X)

20? =400

Since I)(12 + R(2 = [)E , by the

converse of Pythagoras Theorent,

IBCD =90 , .'. BC is perpendicular

to 1)('.

22b cos LADB +sin ZADB

= -cos ZBDC +sin IBDC

-t6 t2
20 20

I

=-_

23a Total SGD payable =22x I lx 1.08

= 26.l36SGD

26.136 SGD: ?6.136x 0.76USD

= l9.86USD

23b I SGD = 0.76USD

I NZD: 0.63USD

I SGD - 0'76USD 
x INZD

O.63USD
:I,206 NZD

23c A:201t/rof B

t=!g
5

B =51
B = SOOYoaf i
I disa.qree. R is 500% ofl

405 2/ S4 Prcl im I o I I 2023
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Answer K
la 5p.l rb I la +7h( )
lc

(x + 2)(x - t)
2x t"2 2x+2

x: +x-2
ld Z

2bi i6.5 nrins2a t)6
2c ( I )The travelling tinre br., train is shoner

as the nrean tlavelling time is 36.5

minutes lvhich is shorter than the mean
trar,elling time by bus of45 ntinutes

(2)'l'he mean tlaveiling time by bus is
more consistent/has a smaller spread as

the standard deviation (14.5 minutes) is

less than that by train(16.2 minutes).

2bii 162mins

I aii

n-l
c)3ai n-8

rt -1
3c l-r . 19.2ib show

3d As n represents the number ofchocolates
in the box, then, = [9.2 is rejected as it
is not a positive integer.

lj ei ?
.,

3 eii

{
i.

i

)
545
386

4b ?\
o50l

i

o.4o )

4a

4d Peter paid $19 and Jane paid $27.40
postage charges or'

P represenls the posuge charges paid by
Peter and Jane respectively.

4c

{,

I

)
39

?7.44

4f Order of R is ix3 and order of N is
2v.1 .

RN is not possibie as the number of
columns in R, 3. is not equal to the
number of rows in N, 2.

4e

1g 42.60

29.46

5b graph5a When no carrvas bag is printed (x: 0),
there is a loss of $2 000 (y = 2)

5ci 4.0.35 5cii Maximum max number of canvas bag is
1.7 thousands ofcanvas bags.

Tanjong Katong Girls' School
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sdi -1 <gradient<-0.7 sdii It represents the rate ofdecrease ofthe
profit made in printing 3 000 canvas bags
is $l per canvas bag

At x:3, (3 000 canvas bags), the rate of
decrease ofprofit is $l perbag

6a 4 13

aa-) -,
v

6b

[],)
6c 3.l6 6di 3q

6dii Since 1'Q is a scalar multiple of 0/i ,

PQ is parallel to Ott .

6e 1

;J

7a 107 40 7b 065.40

7c 4.99 km 7d 2.81 km

8ai show 8aii 85

8bi show sbii 10.3 cm

sbiii 5.82 sq cm

9a 10 9b I(ef'e.r to qraph below
9c 32n

I0a show t0b $ 2 474 600
l0c RWC qn (Mr Tan is correct)
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25
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h
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